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Culture & Intimacy
2004 - 2012
StRAtegy for diffusing
traditional cultural values

Zeneszalon was created after
one year of common activities
by the pianist Alex Szilasi and
the graphist István Práczky
in 2005 in Budapest. The aim of
their association is to restore the
role of classical musical culture
and to give back its real value in
the todays consumer society.
fighting against the destructive
consequences of the impersonality of mass-media. They consider the public of arts as network
of intellectuals, and not as target of some marketing activity. After several year of succesful
saisons in the international classical scenes,
Zeneszalon gained significant respect in the
domain of romantic piano-culture. As a result of
Zeneszalon Ltd.
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their work, Budapest and other
towns encounter the revival of
the musical parlours, the socalled salons. Many of cultural
institutions and communities
are using the salon events for
giving additional value to their
members meetings.
Zeneszalon is active as organizer of concert events, as
expert of historical keyboard
instruments, directing educational cultural campaigns, editing books and disks, celebrating international
occasions as Chopin or Liszt bicentenaries,
advising in the matter of art of romantic culture
and its efficient promotion worldwide.
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Culture & intimacy

EDUCATIVE
CONCERTS
We are convinced that the public of classical culture has to
be cherished, cared with not only valuable programs, but
also an intellectual and esthetic environment. The new and
constantly sustainable audience is growing on the soil of emotionally embedded experience and sensation.

In most cases appreciating some cultural event
supposes some previous education. Today’s consumer society doesn’t attribute too much importance for this precondition, which results the
frustration of a wide part of the audience in
many occasions. The need of educational support of high valuable cultural events and products is more and more necessary, particularly for
the growing generations.
Zeneszalon’s aim is to „acclimatize“ the audience
to the atmosphere of musical events, with some
conversation about the works, about their birth,

Zeneszalon Ltd.
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about the composers or the used instruments, or any question submerging from the public’s rows. This activity
got recognition in different prizes, as the
„Musician of the Year 2007“ award donated by
Club of Science Academy, or the „Best Classical
Musician 2008“ by the Hungarian Gramofon
Magazine. Zeneszalon contributes to the musical education with his Hungarian homepage,
which communicates much information about
piano culture and salon-life worldwide.
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Cultural
campaigns
Today culture means rather popularity than valuable contents. Like
contemporary popular competitors, traditional values - including
especially the classical music - need the use of modern promotional techniques. We have done an exemplary work in the advertising and graphic presentation of our projects during the last years.

2O1O. március 1.

A Lengyel Intézet és a

bemutatja

181O-2O1O
2O1O. március 1.
hétfô, 19:3O
MÛSOR:
FRANZ SCHUBERT –
LISZT FERENC:
C-dúr („Wanderer”)
fantázia, op. 15
FRYDERYK CHOPIN:
Andante spianato et
Grande Polonaise
brillante, op. 22
Változatok Mozart:
Don Giovanni
„La ci darem la mano”
c. áriájának témájára
f-moll
zongoraverseny, op. 21

Szilasi Alex
Pleyel zongora

Filharmonia Pomorska
Szimfonikus
Zenekara
Bydgoszcz – Lengyelország
Vezényel:

Tadeusz Wojciechowski

Jegyek kaphatók a Ticketpro Kft jegyirodáiban, a MÜPA jegypénztárában és az ismert jegyirodákban.
www.ticketpro.hu Call Center: 555 5515
Szervezô: Zeneszalon és a Lengyel Intézet
Bôvebb információ: www.chopin.hu, www.zeneszalon.hu és www.polinst.hu
Partnerek:

Támogatók:

Kiemelt médiapartner:

Médiatámogatók:

Zeneszalon has chosen such a segment of the
cultural activities, which is quite abandoned by
the great marketing machineries of advertising
market. Classical music, the romantic intimacy living by the relative small community of music
lovers - is a special terrain of media communication, which has important intellectual impact,
but has very restricted target-public, which is
not easy to approach. The feast of Chopin’s
births bicentenary, the recently started
Zeneszalon Ltd.
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„Beethoven in
Buda“ festival or different,
highly rated projects like the case of ancient
keyboard instruments restoration offer the
opportunity to create special artworks and valuable educative contents for the interested public,
which appreciate year by year the visual and
promotional environment of our art projects not
only in Budapest, but abroad in France or in
Poland also.
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Building
Identity
Presumptions about a country and its culture depend mainly on the
image built by the artists representing the local and universal cultural values worldwide. Zeneszalon acts on the establishment of
international relationships, which contribute to the international
acquaintance of Hungarian talents of the past and of the future too.

Alex Szilasi has prepared the programs of the
bicentenary of Chopin’s birth since 2004.
Concerts, integral editions of Chopin’s works on
CD and facsimile scores, educational campaigns
and edition of book about Chopin and Liszt were
all contributing to the discovery of this famous
period of the European culture, which is tied
with many threads to the eastern-European and
Hungarian identity as well. The success of this
enormous labor has resulted in many acknowlZeneszalon Ltd.
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edgments worldwide, mainly from the Polish
Government, which donated the highest Polish
Cultural Award to Alex Szilasi, and also official
honor to Zeneszalon. Szilasi and Zeneszalon
have strongly contributed to the inauguration of
statues of Liszt and Chopin in Warsaw and
Budapest. They maintain important relationships with leaders and decision makers of many
European cultural institutions and musical factories.
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Museum of
living pianos
Artists were spokesmen of public affairs and social values at all
times. Dumping of information causes the loss of these important initiatives today, which diverts their messages toward the boulevardmedia or the politics. Being promoter of real values today requires
more citizen-courage than ever before...

Zeneszalon’s aim is to direct the attention to the
general state of musical infrastructure in today’s
societies. The place of arts is pushed into the
background, and every environment suffer from
this attitude. Therefore, Zeneszalon strives for
the recovery and the development of musical
education, from the environment to the highest
performing level, to reach more significant support for this case of music education. We are convinced that the musical culture represents one of
the main important part of the European identiZeneszalon Ltd.
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ty, and it contributes highly to the positive
image of the European presence in the world.
We believe that the piano as an instrument is
a key element of the musical education. The case
of European piano heritage and craft is significantly more important than it is generally considered. Zeneszalon contributes to the diffusion
of knowledge concerning the art of piano-making with its always growing collection of historic
instruments and the largest database assembling
data about pianos in Hungary.
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visibility
of values
Today orientation points are needed for people who suffer under
the pressure of the multitude of impacts flowing down from the
whole media. Excelling with perfectionist work is not enough; the
results must be shown with the same professionalism as actors of
other consumer domains do. Zeneszalon attaches a great importance of symbolic and visible communication.

In Hungary there is a very special lack of affinity for the culture of visual communications and
advertising. While Western Europe has a better
acceptance to visual culture, professional advertisement is not embedded in the domain of arts
promotion in Hungary. Zeneszalon tries to
change on this regrettable conditioning, and
pursues a campaign of visible and symbolic communication as well, with on one part some kind
of elegance in the presentation, and on the other
part the public representation of the mediated
Zeneszalon Ltd.
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values. The best examples were the memorial
concert of Chopin’s birth in 2010 with the participation of Polish and French partners in
Poland and Budapest, or the installation of the
statue of Franz Liszt in Warsaw in 2011 in the
legendary parc Lazienki, in front of the famous
monument of Fryderyk Chopin, or the donation
of Chopin’s statue to Budapest. These events
were honored with the highest attention from
the participant parties.
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The magic
of dates

...but we cannot ignore the complete lack of
interest surrounding the recent anniversaries of
such personalities as Haydn, Liszt, Pleyel or
Erkel and Dohnanyi, who were quite invisible in
their native countries. Such occasions are very
important for making the human creative talent
memorable, the long during efforts to arrive at
something close to the divine knowledge. Today
the lack of positive examples makes more difficult to show to the young generations how

Zeneszalon Ltd.
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Ernst von Dohnányi

zoltán kodály

Joseph Haydn

Béla Bartók

FERENC ERKEL

Franz Liszt

21st century made a fashion from the celebration of anniversaries.
It seems that today it is the media that has this only instrument to
focus some attention to cultural values. There are more or less successful campaigns which could help the flow of knowledge, like for
instance the initiative of Chopin’s bicentenary year was from the
part of the State of Poland...

important the persistent work in the development of the native talent is, and the belief in the
universal human values for achieving an honorable purpose. We are convinced that the example of our predecessors has considerable conclusions to transmit even in the modern and accelerated societies. Without engagement and
humility in the estimation of our past, we cannot
resist in the contest against the pressure of contemporary consumer culture.
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The universe
of salons
Our experience is that the influence of culture of masses infiltrates
into areas bearing the classical values. The industrially generated
„high culture“ could result the same effect as the mass junk. The
salons, cross points of small communities can be effective antidotes
to the impersonal acquiring of cultural sensations...

The bourgeois parlous, the salons of the nineteenth century has functioned as sites of preservation of the acquired cultural values. Their
decline was attached to the cultural mass production, which has transmitted the factitious
sentiment promoting primacy of technical readiness both in the industry, and in the arts.
The intimacy remains the own character of the
salons of Chopin’s time. Today, we can observe
the need of the rebirth of these small and quiet
private venues, which meet growing popularity
Zeneszalon Ltd.
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in the civic circles because of their colorful simplicity, their personified atmosphere and spontaneity.
Zeneszalon attaches high importance to these
concert occasions, of the interactivity of these
cultural events, where performer and audience
live in cordial mutuality.
Zeneszalon has been organizing salon-events
for museums, universities, citizen communities
and also for governmental demands too, for long
years.
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PERspectives
& purposes
Zeneszalon is a private company, with limited financial capacities,
but with a huge creative potential. Changing our environment is a
monumental deal, and we are aware of our capabilities. But our
experience shows that every big project has realities, if diligence,
talent, humility and patience are at the encounter...

The staff of Zeneszalon spent a decade to prove
that there are more possibilities to act in the
domain of art management than simply accepting the existing, but malfunctioning structures.
Our receipt is simple: the personified intimacy,
the common sensation is the most efficient vehicle for implanting curiosity for cultural knowledge, for constructing referenced values, simulative and transmittable experiences.
Grounding and constructing network of pas-

Zeneszalon Ltd.
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sionate art-lover communities is one of the most
pleasant activities, which cannot glide to any
inestimable result. Small communities in growing, perhaps technically attached network could
build new dimensions of the today’s disfunctioning impersonal mass-networks, but these projects are overstraining our capabilities.
Zeneszalon is open to act with efficient partners
for constructing this new-old network of passionate art-lover communities.
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acts and
facts
2004/2005 SEASON

Polish invitations

Chopin / Pleyel / Szilasi

Alex Szilasi’s first appearence for different festivals, performing Chopin’s oeuvre on Pleyel pianos in Poland.

Inauguration concert of Zeneszalon at the new Palace of
Arts in Budapest
Cooperation with the Italian FABBRINI Concert Service
House for lending museal Pleyel pianos.

First festival organized in Buda Castle commemorating
Beethoven’s concert in Buda in 1800.

Chopin on Pleyel pianos

2005/2006 SEASON

Fourth CD album: Songs with Alicja Wegorzewska-Whiskerd

Building audience
First series of chamber concerts with piano in the
Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science Academy

Renovation of museal goldened art cased
Pleyel piano

Chopin on Pleyel pianos

Promotion concerts for Museum of Arts and Craft
Budapest.

Alex Szilasi’s project for CD recording the oeuvre of
Chopin on authentic Pleyel instruments.
First album: The complete Waltzes

2010/2011 SEASON

The Kings of Salons
New series of chamber concerts on ancient museal pianos
at the Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science Academy

2006/2007 SEASON

Chopin’s oeuvre in concert /I. year
Second series of piano concerts of Alex Szilasi at
Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science Academy

Beethoven in Buda

2007/2008 SEASON

New museal pianos

Chopin’s oeuvre in concert /2. year

second festival organized in Buda Castle commemoring
Beethoven’s concert in Buda
Aquisition of two Pleyel pianos from Chopin’s time

Third series of chamber concerts with piano in the
Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science Academy

First Salons in Institut of Musicology - Buda

Concerts for Visegrad countries

The beginning of a series of monthly organized salon with
Alex Szilasi

First concerts organized by Hungarian Ministry of Culture
in occasion of yearly meeting of Central-European
Countries Cooperation Association

First museal piano
2008/2009 SEASON
Fourth series of chamber concerts with piano in the
Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science Academy

Beethoven in Buda
First single concert organized in Buda Castle commemorating Beethoven’s first and last concert in Buda

Chopin on Pleyel pianos
Second and third CD album: Mazurkas and Polonaises
2009/2010 SEASON

Chopin’s oeuvre in concert /4. year
Closing series of chamber concerts with piano in the
Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science Academy, and
Gala concert the 1st march 2010 in the Palace of Arts for
the bicentenary of birth of F. Chopin.
HQ:
H-1029 Budapest,
Turul u. 17.

The golden age of pianos

Beethoven in Buda

Chopin’s oeuvre in concert /3. year

Zeneszalon Ltd.

2011/2012 SEASON
New series of chamber concerts on newly aquired museal
Pleyel pianos at Ceremony Hall of the Hungarian Science
Academy

Aquisition of first Steinway modell C from 1864
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Beethoven in Buda

Third festival organized in Buda Castle commemorating
Beethoven’s concert in Buda

Second season of Salons in the Institut of
Musicology - Buda
The beginning of a series of monthly organized salon with
the pianist Alex Szilasi

New museal pianos
Aquisition of two Erard pianos from Chopin and Liszt’s
time.
Cooperation with Palace Pianos collection for aquiring
newly discovered museal pianos, promoting them with concerts and recordings.
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